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ABSTRACT
The Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS, launched early 2018) is expected to find a multitude of new
transiting planet candidates around the nearest and brightest stars. Timely high-precision follow-up observations
from the ground are essential in confirming and further characterizing the planet candidates that TESS will find.
However, achieving extreme photometric precisions from the ground is challenging, as ground-based telescopes
are subject to numerous deleterious atmospheric effects. Beam-shaping diffusers are emerging as a low-cost
technology to achieve hitherto unachievable differential photometric precisions from the ground. These diffusers
mold the focal plane image of a star into a broad and stable top-hat shape, minimizing photometric errors
due to non-uniform pixel response, atmospheric seeing effects, imperfect guiding, and telescope-induced variable
aberrations seen in defocusing. In this paper, we expand on our previous work (Stefansson et al. 2017; Stefansson
et al. 2018 [submitted]), providing a further detailed discussion of key guidelines when sizing a diffuser for use on
a telescope. Furthermore, we present our open source Python package iDiffuse which can calculate the expected
PSF size of a diffuser in a telescope system, along with its expected on-sky diffuser-assisted photometric precision
for a host star of a given magnitude. We use iDiffuse to show that most (∼80%) of the planet hosts that TESS
will find will be scintillation limited in transit observations from the ground. Although iDiffuse has primarily
been developed to plan challenging transit observations using the diffuser on the ARCTIC imager on the ARC
3.5m Telescope at Apache Point observatory, iDiffuse is modular and can be easily extended to calculate the
expected diffuser-assisted photometric precisions on other telescopes.
Keywords: photometry, diffusers, exoplanets, transits
1. INTRODUCTION
The Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS),1 launched in early 2018, will survey the whole sky for tran-
siting planets around the nearest and brightest stars. The predicted planet yield of TESS has been studied by
E-mail: gudmundur@psu.edu
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numerous groups (e.g.,2–4) that predict that TESS will detect a multitude of planets—including hundreds of
Neptune-sized planets and dozens of terrestrial Earth-sized planets—orbiting stars that are sufficiently bright
for detailed follow-up characterization studies from the ground and with future space-based observatories such
as JWST.
While TESS will transform our understanding of the diversity of exoplanet systems around the nearest and
brightest stars, ground-based follow-up observations will be critical in confirming the planetary nature of the
transiting signals TESS finds, and will play a key role in maximizing the scientific yield of the mission. These
ground-based follow-up observations include adaptive-optics and seeing-limited imaging, high precision radial
velocity observations, and further ground-based photometry.
In this paper, we restrict our focus on achieving precision photometry from the ground. High precision timely
ground-based photometry will play a key role in recovering the ephemerides of a number of planets, which will be
essential for efficient scheduling of the most important candidates for further study with JWST.5,6 Furthermore,
high precision ground based photometry can be used as a planet confirmation tool by studying transit depths
of planet candidates in different bands.7 Such observations can now be performed efficiently by simultaneously
observing in a number of different bands with high-precision high-cadence specialized instruments such as MUS-
CAT,8 and HiPERCAM.9 Furthermore, high precision photometry can be used to detect transit time variations
(TTVs), which can directly give us a handle on the mass of planets in certain planetary system architectures.10
Although high precision photometric observations have been done successfully from space by many groups,5,11
the large number of expected planet candidates from TESS places a great need on the availability of precision
photometric instruments from the ground.
However, high precision photometry is difficult to achieve from the ground due to deleterious effects from
the atmosphere including differential atmospheric extinction, scintillation, transparency fluctuations and seeing
effects. Additionally, inter-pixel sensitivity, telescope guiding effects, and the day-night cycle all affect the
photometric precision from the ground.
Beam-shaping diffusers are emerging as an inexpensive technology to achieve high precision photometry from
the ground. Fabricated using specialized nano-fabrication techniques, diffusers are capable of deterministically
molding starlight into a broad and stabilized Point Spread Function (PSF) on a telescope imaging array. By
spreading out the light over many pixels, allows the observer to increase their exposure times, allowing them
to gather more photons and increasing the overall observing efficiency. This increase in observing efficiency
ensures that scintillation errors are averaged down, but scintillation errors are the dominating source of error
when observing bright stars on large telescopes from the ground.12 These diffusers can be installed on telescopes
large and small, both of which play an important role in follow-up efforts from the ground. Smaller telescopes
have larger fields of views, allowing them to observe a larger number of reference stars—which becomes especially
important when observing bright planet hosts, as nearby bright reference stars are often not available. With
their larger diameters, the large telescope will be able to achieve better ultimate photometric precisions due
to their enhanced light-collecting area, to both gather more photons, but also better average over scintillation
errors.
The use of diffusers for high precision ground-based photometric applications has been discussed in detail
in.6,12 In these proceedings, we expand the discussion on the adaptation of diffusers in different telescopes,
discussiong how to size them to yield a required PSF size. To better plan for diffuser-assisted observations from
the ground, we present our open-source code iDiffuse, which can be used to calculate the expected diffuser-
assisted photometric precision of a telescope system for given host-star. Although currently mostly designed
to calculate the expected photometric precision for the diffuser on the ARCTIC imager13 on the ARC 3.5m,12
iDiffuse can be easily extended to calculate the diffused photometric preicsions of other systems. We use
iDiffuse to inform what role diffusers can play in the TESS era.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a short description of diffusers, and how they can be used
to achieve high-precision ground-based photometry, giving key best-practices in how to adapt diffusers for use on
telescopes for high-precision photometry applications from the ground. Section 5 describes iDiffuse to better
help plan diffuser-assisted follow-up observations of transits. Section 6 further discusses the role that diffusers
can play in the TESS era and beyond. We conclude the paper in Section 7 with a short summary of the paper.
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2. TRANSFORMATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES: DIFFUSER-AIDED PHOTOMETRY
Diffusers and their use for high precision photometry application has been further discussed elsewhere.12 In these
proceedings, we provide a short description of diffusers here and we refer to12 for a further discussion.
2.1 Description of diffusers
As discussed in,12 there are three main types of diffusers including ground-glass diffusers, holographic diffusers
and lastly Engineered Diffusers from RPC Photonics∗. We restrict our discussion to Engineered Diffusers from
RPC Photonics as these diffusers are currently the only diffusers that can be used to create close-to a top-hat
PSF, while the other diffuser types offer either Gaussian or Laurentzian output PSFs.
Engineered Diffusers are made using a laser writing process where a modulated UV laser on a precision XY
stage is scanned across a surface to deterministically write the shape and size of the diffuser surface features.
These surface features are arranged in individually manipulated unit cells or microlenslets, whose size, shape, and
location are varied according to a pre-defined probability distribution to ensure a stable intensity profile and light
distribution pattern at the output.14 Further, these unit cells can be carefully designed to avoid discontinuities
between the cells to minimize both scattered light and diffraction artifacts at the output.15
Engineered Diffusers can be made out of plastic polymers on top of a glass substrate, and can also be
etched directly onto a Fused Silica glass substrate. The polymer-on-glass diffusers are inexpensive to make, and
can easily be replicated in various sizes, with current capabilities allowing up to 235 mm × 235 mm footprints.
Polymer-on-glass diffusers are available off-the-shelf with various opening angles (†). These diffusers can work in
environments seen in most optical telescope systems, including high fluctuations in humidity and temperature.We
have operated the diffuser on the ARC 3.5m telescope for almost 2 years now, which routinely sees large day/night
and seasonal temperature changes, with no apparent degradation seen in the diffuser performance.
Although etched Fused-Silica Engineered Diffusers are more expensive (cost driver being the longer fabrication
process), these diffusers are useful for near-infrared applications where the glass substrate has to be cooled
to cryogenic temperatures. These diffusers have been used successfully on the NIR for precision photometry
applications on the WIRC instrument16 at Palomar as is discussed in.12
2.2 Achieving high-precision ground-based photometry with diffusers
There are a number of error sources that impact the photometric precision achievable from the ground. We refer
the interested reader to17 and,12 for a more thorough discussion on reaching sub-mmag photometry. Here we
quickly discuss how diffusers can be used to reach sub-millimag photometry from the ground.
Inter-pixel Sensitivity: CCD detector pixels have inherently different sensitivities to light due to QE vari-
ations at the few percent level or lower. This effect is in principle corrected for to a high degree by taking
good flat-field frames. However, in practice, due to guiding errors, and the intra-pixel sensitivity of the pixels
themselves, if the light of a star is only spread over a small number of pixels, this results in photometric noise
correlated with guiding. By spreading out the light over a large number of pixels this correlation is minimized,
placing less stringent requirements on guiding precision.
Detector Saturation: By spreading out the light over many pixels, diffusers increase the available dynamic
range of observations, allowing for longer exposure times to gather more photons per exposure. Furthermore, due
to the stable and uniform diffused PSF the risk of saturating part of the PSF (i.e., due to seeing variations) is
minimized. Although some structure is generally seen in on-sky diffused PSFs, as discussed in12 an even further
smoothed PSF can be obtained by rotating the diffuser during an exposure.
∗https://www.rpcphotonics.com/engineered-diffusers-information/
†https://www.rpcphotonics.com/product-category/polymer-on-glass/
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Unstable PSF: Although defocusing has been used to successfully achieve high precision photometry from
the ground by many groups in the literature, defocused PSFs are not optimal for precision photometry as they
vary with time due to seeing effects and other telescope aberrations. Further, the canonical ’donut PSF’ seen in
agressive defocusing has little-to-no signal in the central pixels, resulting in a larger photometric aperture than
would be achieved with a top-hat PSF. In Figure 1 we compare diffused and defocused PSFs as a function of
time taken with ARCTIC imager on the ARC 3.5m. The observations were 30 minutes each performed on the
same star 16 Cyg A on the same night. The defocused observations were done first, at a slightly better airmass
than the diffused observations. A video version of this figure is available online‡. The defocused PSF varies
with time causing irregular peaks to appear in the PSF in different locations while the diffused PSF is stable
throughout the observations. The stable diffused PSF results in less systematic photometric noise.
Figure 1. A 2D/3D comparison of defocused (left) and diffused (right) PSFs on the ARCTIC imager on the ARC 3.5m
telescope as a function of time. A video version of this figure is available online (see text). The diffused PSF changes
from exposure to exposure, while the diffused PSF is stable throughout the observations.
.
Scintillation: Scintillation is caused by starlight being focused inside or outside the telescope primary,18
causing intensity variations reducing the achievable photometric precision. Scintillation can be one of the largest
source of error in ground-based photometry, especially for the brightest stars. We discuss scintillation further in
the context of ground-based follow-up in the TESS era in Section 6.
3. ADAPTING DIFFUSERS TO TELESCOPE IMAGING SYSTEMS
In this section we list a few key guidelines to think about when adapting a diffuser to a telescope system to
produce a given PSF size (Section 3.1), and Section 3.2 gives a list of telescopes where diffusers are being used
or considered for high precision photometry applications.
3.1 Installation and sizing guidelines
Figure 2 gives an overview of a diffuser in a typical converging beam telescope assembly. In,12 we performed
lab-tests of diffusers in collimated and converging beams, confirming the output size of the PSF size at Full
Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) is given by the following equation,
S = tan(θ)D, (1)
‡https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U6cv1_-qA0o
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where S is the FWHM of the diffused PSF, D is the optical distance of the diffuser from the focal plane (i.e.,
weighted by the index of refraction n), and θ is the opening angle of the diffuser (see definition in Figure 2).
This equation works for simple imaging systems, but if a large number of imaging optics are between the diffuser
and the imaging plane, then we recommend validating the expected PSF FWHM from this equation with non-
sequential simulations in Zemax. To facilitate the modeling of diffusers in physical systems, RPC Photonics
provides the as-measured scattering BSDF files freely online for a variety of different off-the-shelf Engineered
Diffusers with different opening angles §.
Figure 2. Overview of installing a diffuser in a typical converging beam telescope assembly. Light from a star (a) is focused
by a telescope (b) through a diffuser (c) and filter (d), onto the telescope imaging array (e), resulting in a broad and
stable PSF. The diffuser can equally well be placed in front of or behind the filter of choice. Figure expanded from.12
Diffuser surface image reproduced with permission from RPC Photonics.
Further points to keep in mind when adapting diffusers for high precision photometry applications are:
• The diffuser should ideally be placed in a location where the telescope beam footprint is large—e.g., in a
collimated beam or in a converging beam away from focus—to illuminate a large number of diffuser the
microlenslet-unit cells. Illuminating over a large number of these unit cells better helps average over the
distribution of sizes and shapes of the microlenslets, creating a more stable output PSF.
• Designing and fabricating diffusers with larger opening angles is easier than designing smaller angles, if a
top-hat like shape with a steep fall off is desired. Therefore, this places constraints on the absolute distance
of the diffuser from the focal plane to not create diffused PSFs that are large, increasing sky-background
noise and/or cause stars to blend together.
• To minimize the effects of seeing changing the diffused PSF, we recommend sizing the diffuser so that the
resulting diffused PSF FWHM is least a factor of 3-4 times larger than the median seeing disk. In practice,
we have diffused to 9-10′′creating a stable PSF throughout the observations (e.g., Figure 1). This usually
translates to at least larger than 3-4′′on good observing sights, and larger than 4-6′′on observing sites with
poor seeing.
• Diffusers are most easy to install in a dual filter wheel (see example in Figure 3). The diffuser can then
be placed in one of the filter slot, and easily combined with a filter of choice in the other filter wheel.
§https://www.rpcphotonics.com/bsdf-data-optical-diffusers/
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Although we have not specifically tested this yet, if a dual filter wheel is not available, the diffuser and the
filter could potentially be placed on top of each other in a single filter wheel slot. However, we recommend
maintaining a small wedged gap between the diffuser and the filter to minimize etaloning. This could be
done with a thin 3D printed ’picture-frame’ wedge placed between the filter and diffuser, to not impact the
clear aperture of the filter and diffuser.
Figure 3. Installing a diffuser in a dual filter wheel: a) Example 2”x2” square off-the-shelf Engineered Diffuser from RPC
Photoncs. b-c) Diffuser mounted in one of two filters in a dual-filter wheel setup offers an easy way to choose between
non-diffused and diffused observations.
• We are currently exploring if a polymer-on-glass diffuser can be placed directly on a filter. This is not
practical for interference filters, such as the commonly used SDSS Sloan suite of filters19 as these filters
are normally coated on both sides of the glass relying on the air/filter boundary on both ends of the filter
to define the bandpass. However, putting a diffuser directly on filtered glass (such as the Johnson-Cousins
suite of filters20) might be a possibility, as these filters do not rely on interference patterns on the glass
surfaces, but rather the transmission curve is set by the inherent transmission properties of the glass
substrate. These filters offers interesting avenues for future work, offering further ease-of-installation in
telescope systems.
• Care should be taken to not have the diffuser overfill any optics downstream of the diffuser, as that will
reduce throughput and cause vignetting at the focal plane. This can be minimized by strategic sizing and
placement of the diffuser in the telescope beam path.
3.2 A list of diffusers being used in telescopes
A number of groups have or are considering adapting diffusers to telescopes for precision photometry applications.
Table 1 lists some of the telescopes where we know that diffusers are in active use, are currently being tested,
and/or are being considered for precision transit photometry.
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Table 1. A list of telescopes and observatories where diffusers have been used, tested, and/or are being explored for high-
precision photometry applications. The use of diffusers for precision photometry applications for the first three telescopes
is discussed in detail in.12 All diffusers are polymer-on-glass Engineered Diffusers unless otherwise noted.
Telescope, Observatory Instrument Notes
ARC 3.5m, Apache Point Observatory ARCTIC In active use
Hale 5m, Palomar Observatory WIRC Fused Silica diffuser in NIR, in active use
PlaneWave 0.6m, Davey Lab Observatory Aspen CCD In active use for research and teaching
Nordic Optical Telescope (2.4m), La Palma ALFOSC Tests performed, final diffusers in procurement
WIYN 0.9m Telescope, Kitt Peak Observatory Half Degree Imager In active use
0.5m Telescope, Perkin Observatory CCD imager In active use for research and teaching
Robotic 30cm Telescope, Las Campanas CCD imager Installed in dual filter wheel, in active use
ARCSAT 0.5m, Apache Point Observatory FlareCam Diffuser in procurement
Okayama 1.88m Telescope, Okayama Observatory MuSCAT Diffusers under development/procurement
MuSCAT 2 Telescope (1.5m), La Palma MuSCAT2 Diffusers under development/procurement
Gran Telescopio Canarias (10.4m), La Palma HiPERCAM Tests proposed, under study
Central Texas Astronomical Society Telescopes Various Imagers Tests proposed on small 8-12inch telescopes
DEMONEXT 0.5m, Winer Observatory FLI CCD Tests proposed
MORC 0.6m Moore Observatory Telescope Apogee CCD Tests proposed
0.4m Allegheny Observatory Telescope CCD Imager Tests proposed
4. FURTHER SYSTEMATICS CONTROL: COMBINING DIFFUSERS AND
NARROW-BAND FILTERS
As mentioned in our previous work,12 correlated noise can be further suppressed in ground-based transit light
curves by using narrow-band filters spanning a wavelength region with minimal telluric absorption lines. In
Stefansson et al. 2017,12 we achieved our highest diffuser-assisted photometric precision of 62ppm in 30 minute
bins by using an off-the-shelf 30nm-wide narrow-band filter centered at 857nm from Semrock (hereafter Semrock
857/30nm) in observations of 16 Cyg A and B. However, due to the small size of this filter (2× 2 inch), the filter
did not fill the full beam footprint in the ARCTIC imager, reducing the FOV from 8.5′ × 8.5′ to 3′ × 3′.
To regain the full FOV of ARCTIC, we have worked with AVR Optics ¶ to make a custom large-format and
improved version of this filter (Figure 4). This custom filter was both designed to cover the full FOV of ARCTIC
(130mm diameter), while providing enhanced light suppression in out-of-band regions (see Figure 4b) to further
minimize out-of-band light-leaks. Specifically, the custom filter increases the Optical Density (OD) suppression
from OD∼4 to about OD∼10 from 400 nm − 650 nm. This enhanced OD suppression was acquired by a slight
increase in the equivalent width of the filter, increasing from 30nm to 37nm.
¶http://avr-optics.com/
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Figure 4. a-top panel) Semrock 857/37nm transmission curve compared to the SDSS r′ and SDSS i′ transmission curves.
The Semrock filter curve is narrower than the broad-band SDSS filters, and has lesser overlap with telluric aborption
regions. a-lower panel) Our custom large format 857/37nm transmission curve as compared (theoretical) vs the as-
measured transmission curve of the similar 857/30nm off-the-shelf filter. The custom filter has by-design better OD
suppression across the full out-of-band region by at least 6 ODs. b) As-delivered large-format custom 857/37nm 130mm
Semrock filter in use at the ARC 3.5m telescope.
Of additional interest to stellar activity studies this filter overlaps the Calcium II Infrared-triplet (IRT)
(centered at 8498.02 A, 8542.09 A, and 8662.14 A). The core of these lines have their origin in the stellar
chromosphere, and have been shown to be excellent tracers of stellar activity in the NIR.21,22 Although more
work remains to characterize the behavior of active stars in this filter, with its minimal overlap with telluric lines
this filter offers an observationally inexpensive path to probing stellar magnetic activity.
5. IDIFFUSE: CALCULATING EXPECTED DIFFUSED-ASSISTED PHOTOMETRIC
PRECISIONS
To better plan for challenging transit observations with the diffuser on ARCTIC, we have developed a photometric
precision package in Python called iDiffuse. The package includes photometric error terms from photon,
dark, readout, digitization, sky-brightness, and scintillation noise, along with an additional error-term for the
number of reference stars used. iDiffuse is implemented in object oriented Python, based on commonly used
community tools in astronomy—including astropy23 and the pysynphot the photometry package from STScI24‖.
Although the ensuing discussion focuses primarily on calculating the diffuser-assisted photometric precision of
the ARCTIC/diffuser system, iDiffuse is written to be modular and can be easily extend to calculate diffuser-
assisted photometric precisions on other telescopes. iDiffuse is freely available on GitHub∗∗.
Below we describe our precision calculations in more detail.
5.1 Calculating expected diffuser-assisted photometric precisions
5.1.1 Stellar and sky fluxes
To get stellar fluxes incident on the imaging array for a star of a given Vega magnitude, we use the open-source
pysynphot package. We refer the reader to the pysynphot documentation on how pysynphot calculates the
incident photon flux, but in short pysynphot follows standard formulas to calculate the photon flux from AB
magnitudes, which are then renormalized to Vega magnitudes. Further, pysynphot provides an easy-to-use
interface to convolve different filters bandpasses, quantum efficiency and transparency curves, making it easy to
calculate the resulting stellar flux after accounting for the throughputs of different telescope and atmospheric
elements. Although pysynphot was primarily developed to be used with the Hubble space telescope, it is easy
‖http://pysynphot.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
∗∗https://gummiks.github.io/idiffuse/
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to to modify the flux counts to account for the different telescope size. Although we currently do not have an
accurate model of the throughput of the ARC 3.5m telescope, we did our best to incorporate the reflectivity of the
different telescope and ARCTIC lens elements including the diffuser to prove a working best-effort throughput
model. From our empirical on-sky measurements in the red-optical (the bandpass where we have performed
most of our precision photometry), we found that we needed to incorporate an additional flat 50% throughput
factor for the atmosphere to account for the as-measured count rates on the ARCTIC detector, yielding a total
of 40% system throughput for the atmosphere and telescope (excluding quantum efficiency) in the red optical
(see Figure 5). The nature of this factor and how it varies towards bluer wavelengths is a subject of further
study, but the exact throughput number can be easily changed, updated, and made wavelength dependent as
more information is available.
Figure 5. Example throughput plot from iDiffuse. From our on-sky measurements using ARCTIC with the diffuser, we
have empirically determined a total atmosphere + system throughput of ∼40% (see orange line). Further work remains
in more precisely characterizing this number, and its wavelength dependence.
5.1.2 Photometric precision:
To calculate the total photometric precision, we follow the steps outlined in.12 To summarize that discussion,
we calculate the total photometric errorbars using the following equation,
N =
√
V∗ + npix
(
1 +
npix
nb
)
(VS + VD + VR + Vf )
G
, (2)
where G is the gain of the CCD in electrons/ADU, V∗ is the variance of the net background subtracted counts
in the aperture from the star (unit: electrons2), npix is the number of pixels in the aperture, nb is the number
of pixels used to estimate the mean background sky signal, VS is the variance in the sky background signal per
pixel (unit: electrons2/pixel), VD is the variance in the dark current signal per pixel (unit: electrons
2/pixel),
and VR is the variance of the read noise per pixel (unit: electrons
2/pixel), and the last term Vf is the variance
in the digitization noise within the A/D converter (unit: electrons2/pixel). The variances in Equation 2 can be
related to the following fluxes (in ADU) and the gain (in e/ADU) with the following equations,
V∗ = |GF∗|, VS = |GFS |, VD = |FD|, VR = |F 2R|, Vf = |G2σ2f |, (3)
where F∗ is the net background subtracted counts in the aperture from the star in ADUs, FS is the sky back-
ground signal in ADU/pixel, FD is the dark current signal in electrons/pixel, and FR is the read noise in
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electrons/pixel/read, and σf is an estimate of the 1-σ error introduced within the A/D converter with a value
of ∼0.289ADU.
We then calculate the relative flux error with the following formula,
σrel flux =
N
F
√
1 + 1/nE , (4)
where N is the error in ADU as given by Equation 2, and F is the total stellar flux in ADU, and nE is the number
of reference stars used. Here we assume that all of the reference stars have the same flux and are uncorrelated.
For reference stars with a different flux, Equation in 3 in Stefansson et al. 201712 can be used.
We calculate the scintillation term for a given star in units of relative flux as described in Young et al. 1967,25
and Dravins et al. 1998,18 and further expanded by Osborn et al. 2015,26 with the following approximation:
σs = 0.135D
− 23χ1.75(2tint)
− 12 e
−h
h0
√
1 + 1/nE, (5)
where D is the diameter of the telescope in centimeters, χ is the airmass of the observation, tint is the exposure
time in seconds, and h is the altitude of the telescope in meters, and h0 ' 8000 m is the atmospheric scale height.
The constant 0.135 factor in front has a unit of cm2/3s1/2, to give the scintillation error in units of relative flux.
Following the suggestion by Osborn et al. 2015,26 we note that we have multiplied this constant factor by 1.5
from the 0.09 cm2/3s1/2 value originally presented in Young et al. 196725 and Dravins et al. 1998,18 to better
reflect the median value of scintillation noise. Finally, the
√
1 + 1/nE reference star term is derived in Kornilov
et al. 2012,27 describing the number of uncorrelated reference stars nE.
Finally, the total photometric error is calculated by,
σtot =
√
σ2rel flux + σ
2
s . (6)
5.2 Example usage
Example usage of iDiffuse can be found in the online documentation: https://gummiks.github.io/idiffuse/
5.3 Comparing to on-sky achieved photometric precisions
Table 2 compares our achieved on-sky 1 min diffuser-assisted photometric precision on ARCTIC, to the expected
1 min photometric precision as calculated with iDiffuse. Overall, from Table 2, we see that the expected
photometric precision as calculated by iDiffuse agrees well to the on-sky photometric precision, with the on-
sky precision being generally slightly higher than the expected precision. This discrepancy can be due to many
factors, including but not limited to stellar variability in the target-and reference stars, transparency fluctuations
due to passing clouds, differential extinction effects etc.
We do note that all of the comparisons in Table 2 are in the red-optical (SDSS r′, SDSS i′, and Semrock
857/30nm) as those have been our filters of choice for our precision diffuser-assisted photometry. Therefore, the
validity of iDiffuse towards the bluer wavelengths will benefit from on-sky cross-checks at bluer wavelengths.
We leave that as subject for further work, and will continue to update iDiffuse as new information becomes
available.
Table 2. A comparison between on-sky achieved diffuser-assisted photometric observations performed with ARCTIC
compared to the precision expected from iDiffuse. The σ1min,expected and σ1min,avhieved are Gaussian-noise scaled to a
cadence of 1 min from the unbinned observations.
Object σ1min,expected σ1min,achieved Filter texp SDSS i
′ Notes
- [ppm] [ppm] - [s] [mag] -
TRES-3b 404 541 SDSS i′ 30 11.2 Transit presented in12
WASP 85Ab 434 626 SDSS r′ 6 10.0 Transit presented in12
16 Cyg A/B 338 300 Semrock 857/30nm 16 5.17 Flat-line observation12
K2-28b 1261 1532 SDSS i′ 32 13.9 Transit presented in6
K2-100b 305 358 SDSS i′ 16 10.4 Transit presented in6
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6. DIFFUSER-ASSISTED PHOTOMETRY IN THE TESS ERA
To demonstrate the precision capabilities of diffuser-assisted photometry in the K2 and TESS era, in Figure 6 we
use iDiffuse to calculate the fraction of planet transits an ARCTIC+diffuser-like system on a 3.5m telescope
could recover from A) the currently confirmed K2 planet sample as of July 2018††, and B) the expected TESS
yield from Barclay et al. 2018.4
The black curves in Figure 6 show the expected 2-minute binned precision of an ARCTIC+diffuser like
system on a generic 3.5m ground-based telescope capable of observing the target planet host star at an airmass
of 1.5. We use this curve as the dividing line between planet transits that we believe such as system will be
able to reliably recover planet transits with high >4σ confidence (above the σ2min curve; blue dots), and low
confidence (below the σ2min curve; gray dots). The blue histograms in the upper panels in Figure 6 show the
distribution of the blue points, and the gray histograms show the distribution of the full corresponding planet
sample. This comparison shows that only 30% of the planet transits from K2 can be reliably followed up with
such as system, while this number increases to 80% for the expected TESS yield. For this calculation, the
black curves assumes observations performed at an airmass of 1.5 using an on-chip binning mode of 2x2 with
a read time of 5s, no read and dark noise, and assumes the availability of 1 equally bright reference star. We
acknowledge that the assumption of the availability of an equally bright reference star below optical magnitudes
of Mag∼8-10 starts becoming less likely—and will be highly dependent on the field in question for the brightest
stars. The black curves in Figure 6 assume observations performed in two filters: either the SDSS i’ filter19
or the Semrock 857/37nm filter, whichever is more precise at a given magnitude, resulting in a slight kink in
the expected precision-curve at about a magnitude of ∼9. Being broader, the SDSS i′ filter offers enhanced
precision for fainter stars while the Semrock 857/30nm filter—being almost four times as narrow as the SDSS i′
filter—offers enhanced precisions for the brighter planet hosts while also being less susceptible to telluric-induced
systematics. Additionally shown in Figure 6b is the expected σ2min of TESS from,
2 demonstrating that across a
wide range of optical magnitudes (> 7 mag), the ARCTIC+diffuser system will be more precise than TESS for
a given time bin.
Figure 6. Expected diffuser-assisted precision with an ARCTIC+diffuser-like system on a generic 3.5m telescope (with
similar pefromance as ARC 3.5m) as a function of red-optical/TESS magnitude showing the expected 2-minute photo-
metric precision (σ2min) compared with: a) transiting planets detected by the K2 -mission; b) expected transiting planet
yield from TESS from Barcaly et al. 2018.4 We color planets with transits that can be reliably followed up with such a
system in blue (above the σ2min curve), and other planet transits in gray. The blue histograms in the upper panels show
the distribution of the blue points, and the gray histograms shows the histogram of the respective total planet populations
shown in panels a) and b). Additionally shown in b) is the expected σ2min precision of TESS. The black curve assumes
observations performed in either SDSS i′ or Semrock 857/37nm at an airmass of 1.5 using 1 equally bright reference star
to the target star.
††Derived from the Exoplanet Archive https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/
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In Figure 7 we use iDiffuse to expand on a Figure we initially presented in,12 where we compare the
expected photon noise to the expected scintillation noise in the stellar magnitude-telescope diameter plane. We
calculate the expected photometric noise contributions using iDiffuse assuming a perfect telescope (observation
performed at airmass 1, a flat transmission of 40%, no readout time, binning of 2x2, altitude of 2,200 m) and
assume 1 equally bright reference star to the target star. A more realistic observation than this ideal case (i.e.,
at lower airmasses with a finite readout time) will shift the lines further towards the upper part of Figure 7,
where scintillation noise fractionally increases. The solid black curve shows where the photon noise σphot equals
the scintillation errors σscint, and the dashed line shows where the scintillation error is an order of magnitude
larger than the photon noise. We see from these curves that the dependency on the telescope diameter is a slowly
varying function of the diameter ∼D−1/6.
In the right panel in Figure 7 we use the σphot/σscint = 1 curve (solid black curve) as a dividing line to say that
∼80% of the TESS yield will be scintillation limited from the ground across different telescopes. Therefore, to
reach the highest photometric precisions in ground-based follow-up transit observations of most of the expected
TESS planet hosts, scintillation noise will need to be minimized.
Scintillation can be minimized in a few ways. First, scintillation can be minimized with high duty-cycle
observations, which can be achieved with fast readout detectors with minimum read-noise. Second, scintillation
can further be minimized by performing observations on larger telescopes. However, large telescopes generally
have smaller fields of view, limiting their access to equally bright reference stars for bright-star transit observa-
tions. Third, new dedicated technologies such as conjugate-plane scintillation correctors have been proposed in
the literature and tested on sky26,28 to correct and/or minimize scintillation. Although a promising technology,
these correctors are currently not widespread due to the need of a dedicated optical setup. Nevertheless, some
of the upcoming high precision imagers have been specifically designed with such scintillation correctors in mind
(e.g., HiPERCAM9) to reach the highest photometric precisions.
Figure 7. A comparison of photometric and scintillation errors in the stellar magnitude-telescope diameter plane. The solid
black curve shows where the photon noise errors equal the scintillation errors, and the black dashed curve shows where
the scintillation noise is an order of magnitude larger than the photon noise error. This plot uses iDiffuse assuming an
’ideal telescope’ with a flat transmission of 40%, binning mode of 2x2, no readout time, with observations performed at
an airmass of 1, and using 1 equally bright reference star. The right panel shows the expected TESS exoplanet host yield,
showing that over 80% of the TESS planet hosts will be scintillation limited (mag < 12) in photometric observations from
the ground.
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7. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have described diffusers and their use for precision ground-based photometry in the TESS era.
We further summarize our key points in the list below.
• Diffusers are being incorporated into a number of different observatories.
• We presented iDiffuse, an open source tool to calculate expected on-sky diffuser-assisted photometric
precisions. Although iDiffuse has been written with the diffuser on ARCTIC, iDiffuse is modular and
can be easily extended to calculate the diffuser-assisted photometric precision on othere telescopes.
• Using iDiffuse, we predict that an ARCTIC+diffuser-like system on a 3.5m telescope should be able to
recover at high confidence 4 out of every 5 planet transits that TESS will find.
• Most TESS planet hosts will be scintillation limited in transit observations from the ground. Diffusers help
minimize scintillation in conventional telescope imagers by allowing increased duty cycles.
• We expect that the highest ground-based diffuser-assisted photometric precision will be achieved by adapt-
ing diffusers on large telescopes with rapid-readout imagers and scintillation correctors.
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